
Case Study

TXTLater - An Ultimate all in one Scheduler!
Schedule SMS, Email, Call, Facebook Post & Tweet for a future date, time & 
recurrence. Available for BlackBerry, Android and iPhone.

TXTLater!
Approaching Million Downloads & Counting...
Hundreds of Positive Reviews at ‘BlackBerry App World… 

“Excellent, too good is not the word, kudos to the developer for such a 
wonderful app. Works perfectly as promised…..By: Vivekshah76

“I LOVE this APP!!! I use this app EVERY SINGLE day. It works GREAT and 
does EXACTLY what it is supposed to do. Create text messages at ANY time 
and schedule to send the same text message at any time you desire. HIGHLY 
recommend!.....By: Raymchopper

“110% Recommended!! Never found a more useful utility and the new look it’s 
great. I used to wish phones had this feature, excellent 
app…… By: GoldenBrown

TXTLater is a BlackBerry, Android and iPhone’s messaging scheduler which enables users to 
schedule SMS/E-mail and Call for a select date and time and the message would be delivered 
automatically. TXTLater has been developed keeping in mind the day to day need of 
professionals across the world. The latest version 3.0 of the application has come with 
Facebook and Twitter integration. This feature enables users to schedule their Facebook Post 
and Tweet for the future just like SMS/E-mails/Calls.

DbyDx Software conceptualized such an application keeping in mind the busy professionals of 
today’s world. Maintaining a diary is now completely ruled out from one’s life and thus keeping 
in mind all the important dates and events are virtually impossible. Thus DbyDx came out with 
the idea to create such an application that would ease out people’s life a little and prevent 
them from missing important events and dates. The dedicated teams of DbyDx Software 
performed Product Engineering Services like product conceptualization, development, quality 
assurance, and design of TXTLater.

TXTLater, posed as the one stop solution for preventing missing upon important events and 
dates. With our lives getting more and more busy, sending a birthday wish or anniversary 
greetings is something that slips out of our mind very easily, which might have great repercus-
sions! Thus preventing upon such embarrassing situations, TXTLater can actually prove to be 
savior.
 
Mobile phones have come to be an integral part of human lives. Hence mobiles with 
enhanced features and facilities are always in demand. TXTLater is one such software which 
has made life a little easy for the busy businessmen, entrepreneurs and professionals of 
today.

With TXTLater, one can create the SMS/E-mail, insert the recipient’s number and schedule it 
to be sent on a particular date and time suitable for the user. The message or email would 
thus be automatically sent to the recipient. The main aim behind TXTLater was to develop as 
the best scheduler for the busy professionals of the day.
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DbyDx Software took to developing TXTLater in order to bring forth an application that 
enabled the scheduling of important messages and thus prevent missing on important dates. 
With a rich user interface and easy operability, TXTLater developed as one of the choicest 
schedulers for BlackBerry, Android and iPhone users. The constant R&D at DbyDx has 
enabled it to come out with the latest version which enables Call scheduling, thus enhancing 
user experience.  While working on the project, the following points were taken into 
consideration by the team: 

1.  Easy to use and implement software that can be used by all.
2.  Rich user interface to make the experience of the user good.
3.  Easy operability that does not interfere with other software of the phone.
4.  Completely separate from the mobile’s messaging service.
5.  Supports all BlackBerry models and adding the new ones as and when launched.
6.  Supports all wireless career.
7.  Cost effective with great features.
8.  Easy availability with great after sales support.

Send a birthday/Season's greeting automatically scheduled for a particular date and time. 

Send Email and SMS messages to person in USA from Europe at times when he/she 
doesn't need to wake up to read it.

Call a prospect/ client at a future time (just schedule the call and rest at ease).

Send a calendar entry with appointment information to remind somebody about the 
upcoming meeting (eg. 4 hours before the meeting starts).

Check your credit/debit balance in your bank account by sending an SMS (if your bank 
supports this).

You want to be the first to post a birthday wish on your friends wall.

You want to update your followers about your product launch via Twitter.

Technical situation 

TXTLater is a flagship product of DbyDx Software, which was first designed for the 
BlackBerry users, now it has been developed for Android and iPhone users also. TXTLater, 
with its rich user interface enhances your experience of scheduling messages and calls and 
completely resting at ease. When life gets busy and the little things tend to be missed, 
TXTLater comes to the aid. DbyDx conceptualized TXTLater keeping in mind the 
hustle-bustle of the busy life.
 
At DbyDx we believe that technology should be so used that it makes a difference. TXTLater 
was developed so as to make it the most sought after by the users. Successfully, DbyDx with 
its technical prowess has enabled to take it to the heights where it has received great 
response from many users across the world. What makes all the difference is the constant 
R&D that goes on within DbyDx. The more you research, the more you get to develop 
yourself. With R&D, DbyDx has enhanced TXTLater and has incorporated more features 
which have received good response from users. 

The main motive behind upgrading TXTLater was to provide our customers with a better 
experience of the software. Keeping in mind cost-effective as the prime criteria, we 
successfully enhanced and added features to the existing software which was duly 
appreciated by the users.  TXTLater has with time thus evolved as one of the chosen 
application by BlackBerry users who have been immensely benefitted by the software. As the 
R&D still continues to go on a daily basis, team DbyDx keeps on evolving the application, 
each time enhancing its features and efficiency.

Solution

Business Situation

TXTLater is the one-stop shop for all your SMS/E-mail and Call scheduling, besides this; it is 
an ultimate scheduler for Facebook post and Tweet.  Its excellent features and rich user 
interface enriches your experience of the usage of the application. This is what TXTLater can 
do for you: 

Benefits
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